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This document details the process of uploading a Voyant specified CSV file for importing or updating a set of user 
accounts in Voyant.  In addition, it details the same process for uploading a CSV file to import or update Teams. 
 
 

Bulk User CSV Format 

The format for the CSV file is provided in a separate Excel template file.  The first tab in the excel template file should be 

used as the template for creating the CSV file that is used as input for this service. 

The following are the fields  

username (required)   often the user email 

authMethod (required) DEFAULT or string unique to organization 

email (required) User’s email (max length 255) 

userHrefId (required) unique non-db reference.  If blank, username is used 
   In regular Voyant this is a randomly generated 
string.  
     For integrations like, it makes since for this to be 
set to the username if not specified.  (max length 65)  

  

 
password  value to set as password, recommend to set 

passwordExpired column to 'true' if this is specified.  
Only used if using DEFAULT authMethod. 

passwordExpired  set to 'true' to force user to change password on 
login.  Only used if using DEFAULT authMethod. 

firstName  (required) First Name of User (max length 50) 

lastName  (required) Last Name of User (max length 50) 

enabled  (required) If false the user will not be enabled and will not be 
able to SSO to Voyant 

company Name of the user’s company (max length 100) 

termsAcceptanceDate set to a value if it is not required that adviser users 
accept terms 

displayName  sets the user's display name for reports if different 
from actual first and last name (max length 100) 

jobTitle  (max length 100) 

phoneNumber  
entityGroup (required)   unique, non-db identifier (The Entity Group hrefId) 

for the entity group . The entity group must already 
exist 

subscription (required)    unique non-db id (The Subscription hrefId) of 
subscription to place user in. Subscription must exist 
in order to add or update user.  It should be in the 
specified entity group. 

subGroup (optional)   unique non-db id of subscription group (The 
SubGroub hrefId) to place user in. SubGroup must 
exist in order to add or update user.  It should be in 
the subscription specified for user. 

address  (max length 150) 

address2  (max length 150) 

city  (max length 50) 
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province  (max length 100) 

country (required) 2 letter country code 

postalCode  (max length 15) 

defaultProductAccess  adviser or advisergo or none 

defaultTeam  the hrefId of the user's default team, if any 

roles (required) semi-colon delimited list of roles to assign user.  
      e.g. "ROLE_ADVISOR; 
ROLE_ENTITY_GROUP_ALL_CLIENT_ACCESS" 
 
Please note, certain high-level roles cannot be 
assigned nor revoked via the bulk import process.  
They must be manually added or removed.  

 
teams_FULL_CONTROL  semi-colon or pipe delimited list of team hrefIds user 

should be a member of with FULL_CONTROL access, 
specify [IGNORE/] to have update not change 
FULL_CONTROL teams 

teams_READ_WRITE  semi-colon or pipe delimited list of team hrefIds user 
should be a member of with READ_WRITE access, 
specify [IGNORE/] to have update not change 
READ_WRITE teams 

teams_READ_ONLY  semi-colon or pipe delimited list of team hrefIds user 
should be a member of with READ_ONLY access, 
specify [IGNORE/] to have update not change 
READ_ONLY teams 

moveClients When updating a user to move from one SubGroup, 
Subscripton, or Entity Group to another, specify as 
“true” in order to move the clients connected to this 
user to the new location.  By default, this is false, and 
clients connected to the user will not move location. 

maintainUserClientRelationships When updating a user to move from one SubGroup, 
Subscripton, or Entity Group to another, specify as 
“true” in order to keep the adviser connected to their 
current clients in from their old location.  By default, 
the clients will not remain connected to clients in 
their old hierarchy location. 

maintainClientsOtherRelationships When updating a user to move from one SubGroup, 
Subscripton, or Entity Group to another, specify as 
“false” in order to remove the adviser from their 
current connected clients in other locations from 
their old location.  By default, the clients WILL remain 
connected to these clients since they were unrelated 
to the location that was moved. 

preferences.sendRegistrationNotifications 

 

if "true", then an email is sent to this user whenever 

a new consumer users is registered and connected to 

the user. 

 

preferences.sendClientUpdateNotifications 

 

if "true", an email notification is sent whenever a 

client connected to this user is updated. 
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Some Notes 

The import is designed to be able to run multiple times in the case of typos or other issues with an 
import. 
On an update, for most fields, if a field should not be set from this file, but rather left as is in the 
database, then a value of [IGNORE/] should be used in the column 

To clear a field value to null in the database, use [NULL/] 

To remove the user from teams, set the teams columns to blank.  Indicating no membership. 

 
 

Customer Specific Fields 

The CSV import allows for customer specific fields as well.  The Voyant module system provides hooks to parse custom 

fields and update the relevant customer specific database objects.  
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Bulk User Import Rest Service 

*Note the non-asynchronous versions of these services are only recommended for small file that can be processed in 
less than a minute.  Less than 20-30 rows. 
 
 
Request 
POST: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/bulkimport?fileName=bulk-users-2019-05-15.csv 
 
Request Headers 

Accept Application/json 

Content-Type text/csv 

  

 

Authentication/Authorization  
Recommend authorization is via OAuth2 
 
Custom Voyant Authorization header is also supported 
 

Authorization Voyant <api_token_value> 

 

Basic authentication is also supported. 

Parameters 

fileName (required) String file name for the csv to upload.   

csvContentsSha256 (optional) SHA-256 of the CSV String passed as the body of the request.  CSV is expected to be 
UTF-8 encoded and trimmed of extraneous line feeds.  If not specified or empty, 
this will be ignored.  If specified, and computed hash does not match, synchronous 
requests will be rejected with 400 Bad Request response.  Async requests will 
return with an ERROR result. 
 
The hash  is computed as hex String on the server via the following: 
 
org.apache.commons.codec.digest.DigestUtils#sha256Hex(csvConte
nts) 
 
 

expectedRows (optional) Total number of records in the posted csv file, including header row with column 
names, excludes ending empty rows.  If not specified or empty, this will be ignored.  
If specified and counted number of rows does not match this value, synchronous 
requests will be rejected with 400 Bad Request response.  Async requests will 
return with an ERROR result.  

onlyWarnOnIntegrityCheckFailu
re (optional) 

Defaults to false. If specified, and true, result will log integrity check failure for 
expectedRows and/or csvContentsSha256, but will not fail processing the request.  
Set this to true in order to test specifying one or both of the integrity check 
parameters above.   

 

Request Body 
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CSV File contents.  The upload expects it to be encoded in UTF-8. 

Response 

See the asynchronous COMPLETED response for example of the response result of successful, and partially successful 

response. 

If there are any total, or partial errors, the error results are returned as “errorResults” array, and the partial errors 

(returned if a particular teamHrefId was not found), are specified in a similar “successResultsWithErrors” array. 

{ 
  "errorResults": [ 
    { 
      "status": "ERROR", 
      "userHrefId": "bulk-test-2-1-0-submanager@mailinator.com", 
      "user": {...}, 
      "errors": [ 
        "Cannot move user. Target Subscription invalid_sub1 NOT FOUND" 
      ], 
      "error": true, 
      "errorLog": "Cannot move user. Target Subscription invalid_sub1 NOT FOUND\r\n" 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

On total failure of the request, a 500 response code can be returned.  Otherwise, for total success and also for partial 

errors, a 200 response code is expected. 
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Bulk Team CSV Format 

The format for the CSV file is provided in a separate Excel template file.  The first tab in the excel template file should be 

used as the template for creating the CSV file that is used as input for this service. 

The following are the fields  

teamHrefId 

The logical id to be used for the team in order to determine whether needs to be created 
or updated.  This is likely the Id of the team from an external system like RIS (max length 
50)  (required) 

deleteTeam If TRUE, then the team with this hrefId will be deleted during processing.  All clients 
associated with the team will be disconnected from the team 

name The display name of the team (max length 255) 

description The description of the team (max length 255) 

reportDisplayName 

The name of the team to display on a report, if different from the name. 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update.  (max length 255) 

reportDisplay 

The markdown formatted texted to display in reports created for clients attached to the 
team.  Voyant uses the https://commonmark.org/ library.  An online test editor can be 
found here https://spec.commonmark.org/dingus/ .  This field should be quoted.  To 
insert new lines, use 2 spaces and a line feed/carriage return at the end of a line. 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update.  (max length 500) 

owner 

The href id of the user that owns the team, if there is an owner.  The owner must also be 
a FULL_CONTROL member.  The team owner, along with any other administrators with 
appropriate Team access may add and remove members from the team. 
 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update. 

members_FULL_CONTROL 

The semi-colon separated list of user href ids of users that are members of the team with 
FULL_CONTROL access. 
 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update. 

members_READ_WRITE 

The semi-colon separated list of user href ids of users that are members of the team with 
Read/Write access to clients in the team. 
 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update. 

members_READ_ONLY 

The semi-colon separated list of user href ids of users that are members of the team with 
READ-ONLY access to clients in the team. 
 
[IGNORE/] can be used to indicate that the value as on the server should be unchanged 
by the update. 

entityGroup 

The hrefId of the entity group, if any, associated with the team.   If specified then users in 
the Entity Group with Entity Group Level Team access can administer the team. 

subscription 

The hrefId of the subscription, if any, associated with the team.    If specified, then 
entityGroup is ignored, and the entityGroup of the subscription is used. 

subGroup 

The hrefId of the sub group, if any, associated with the team.  If specified then users in 
the Sub Group with Sub Group Level Team access can administer the team.  If subGroup 
specified, then subscription and entityGroup are ignored, and set based on the subGroup 
subscription and entityGroup. 

https://commonmark.org/
https://spec.commonmark.org/dingus/
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notes Notes only for use in spreadsheet 

 

Bulk Team Import Rest Service 

Request 
POST: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/teams/bulkimport?fileName=bulk-teams-2019-05-15.csv 
 
Request Headers 

Accept Application/json 

Content-Type text/csv 

  

 

Authentication/Authorization  
Recommend authorization is via OAuth2 
 
Custom Voyant Authorization header is also supported 
 

Authorization Voyant <api_token_value> 

 

Basic authentication is also supported. 

Parameters 

fileName (required) String file name for the csv to upload.  

csvContentsSha256 (optional) SHA-256 of the CSV String passed as the body of the request.  CSV is expected to be 
UTF-8 encoded and trimmed of extraneous line feeds.   If not specified or empty, 
this will be ignored.  If specified, and computed hash does not match, request will 
be rejected with 400 Bad Request response. 
 
The hash  is computed as hex String on the server via the following: 
 
org.apache.commons.codec.digest.DigestUtils#sha256Hex(csvConte
nts) 
 

expectedRows (optional) Total number of records in the posted csv file, including header row with column 
names, excludes ending empty rows.  If not specified or empty, this will be ignored.  
If specified and counted number of rows does not match this value, synchronous 
requests will be rejected with 400 Bad Request response.  Async requests will 
return with an ERROR result.  

onlyWarnOnIntegrityCheckFailu
re (optional) 

Defaults to false. If specified, and true, result will log integrity check failure for 
expectedRows and/or csvContentsSha256, but will not fail processing the request.  
Set this to true in order to test specifying one or both of the integrity check 
parameters above. 

 

Request Body 

CSV File contents.  The upload expects it to be in UTF-8. 
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Response 

If there are any total, or partial errors, the error results are returned as “errorResults” array, and the partial errors are 

specified in a similar “successResultsWithErrors” array. 

{ 
  "errorResults": [ 
    { 
      "statuses": [ 
        "ERROR" 
      ], 
      "teamHrefId": "bulkTeamImportUS", 
      "errors": [ 
        "Invalid team member reference: swalker-us-adviser.  User NOT updated with access: 
FULL_CONTROL" 
      ], 
      "log": "", 
      "errorLog": "Invalid team member reference: swalker-us-adviser.  User NOT updated with 
access: FULL_CONTROL\r\n" 
    }, 
    { 
      "statuses": [ 
        "ERROR" 
      ], 
      "teamHrefId": "bulkTeamImportUK5", 
      "errors": [ 
        "Invalid owner reference: swalker-uk-advisergo1wrong" 
      ], 
      "log": "", 
      "errorLog": "Invalid owner reference: swalker-uk-advisergo1wrong\r\n" 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

On total failure of the request, a 500 response code can be returned.  Otherwise, for total success and also for partial 

errors, a 200 response code is expected. 
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Asynchronous Endpoints for Bulk Services 

 

Since the bulk upload data can be large in size and the processing time required directly correlates with the number of 

items in the bulk upload, it was necessary to create a asynchronous versions of the Bulk user and team services. 

The asynchronous services work off the paradigm of upload and then poll periodically waiting for a request completed 

result. 

The input file and parameter format is exactly the same for both the synchronous and asynchronous services.  The result 

formal is slightly different in that the asynchronous results wrap the processing results inside a status object. 

The asynchronous paradigm is illustrated below. 

 

Asynchronous Bulk User Import Rest Service 

Request 
POST: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/async/bulkimport?fileName=bulk-users-2019-05-15.csv 
 
Request Headers 

Accept Application/json 

Content-Type text/csv 

  

 

Authentication/Authorization, Parameters and Request body same as synchronous documentation above. 

Response (JSON) 

The asynchronous returns quickly with a status object that indicates the current status of the request processing, along 

with any data that can be provided with the current state of the results. 

With the initial post, a status result should be returned with a type SUBMITTED. 

{ 
  "status": "SUBMITTED", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:17:16.277Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 93, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-0", 
  "resultReferenceId": "taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317ceebfc9-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1017.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 
 

Receiving the SUBMITTED status result of the initial post, the client code parses the “resultReferenceId” from the result, 

and then polls for the latest status. 

The length of time to get a completed result will vary based on the number rows in the CSV to process.  A suitable 

polling wait time to start with is probably 10 secs. 
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Async Bulk User Polling Request 
GET: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/async/bulkimport/{resultReferenceId} 
 

Response (JSON) 

The response from the status GET will be the same type of JSON response as the submit post, with 4 different status 

types:  

SUBMITTED – the request as been submitted but no processing has begun 

PARTIAL – the request has begun processing.  The data field may have a message indicating the number processed so 

far. 

{ 
  "status": "PARTIAL", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:25:27.953Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 3540, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-29", 
  "data": { 
    "message": "Processed 110" 
  }, 
  "resultReferenceId": " taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317ceebfc9-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1017.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 

 

ERROR – a fatal error occurred that halted processing.  The “errorMessage” indicates the fatal error. 

{ 
  "status": "ERROR", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:25:27.953Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 1004, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-30", 
  "errorMessage": "Exception: CSV is missing column headers", 
  "resultReferenceId": "taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3ae8e11c0a801a354849bf0cc147a90-
1566919527953*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1024.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 
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COMPLETED – the request has completed processing.  The results of the request are in the “data” field. The format of the 

data field is the same as the results from the synchronous user and team bulk upload requests. 

{ 
  "status": "COMPLETED", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:17:16.277Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 6170, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-16", 
  "data": { 
    "usersProcessed": 141, 
    "errorResults": [ 
      { 
        "status": "ERROR", 
        "userHrefId": "import-test-uk-1-5@mailinator.com", 
        "userNameAndIds": { 
          "id": 639, 
          "hrefId": "import-test-uk-1-5@mailinator.com", 
          "firstName": "Bulk", 
          "lastName": "ImportTestCloneUK-1-5", 
          "email": "import-test-uk-1-5@mailinator.com", 
          "subscriptionId": 1194, 
          "subscriptionName": "import-test-uk-sub1", 
          "subGroupId": 372, 
          "subGroupName": "SUBGROUP_TO_MOVE_from_sub1_to_sub5", 
          "fullName": "Bulk ImportTestCloneUK-1-5", 
          "fullUserObject": false 
        }, 
        "errors": [ 
          "Cannot move user. Target SubGroup SUBGROUP_TO_MOVE_from_sub1_to_sub5 is not in target 
subscription import-test-uk-sub5 (1198)" 
        ], 
        "error": true, 
        "errorLog": "Cannot move user. Target SubGroup SUBGROUP_TO_MOVE_from_sub1_to_sub5 is not 
in target subscription import-test-uk-sub5 (1198)\r\n" 
      } 
    ] 
  }, 
  "resultReferenceId": "taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317ceebfc9-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1017.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 
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Asynchronous Bulk Team Import Rest Service 

Request 
POST: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/async/teams/bulkimport?fileName=bulk-teams-2019-05-15.csv 
 
Request Headers 

Accept Application/json 

Content-Type text/csv 

  

 

Authentication/Authorization, Parameters and Request body same as synchronous documentation above. 

Response (JSON) 

Same as Async user service. 

Async Bulk Team Polling Request 
GET: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/services/rest/user/async/teams/bulkimport/{resultReferenceId} 
 

Response (JSON) 

Similar to Async Bulk User service.  “data” result for completed will contain result as defined in synchronization team 

result above. 

An example response  

{ 
  "status": "COMPLETED", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-05-29T15:17:16.277Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 6170, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-24", 
  "data": { 
    "fileName": "TeamBulkImport_20190529_143211.csv", 
    "requestTimeStamp": "2020-05-29_1517.45", 
    "errors": { 
      "TEST1": "Error setting SubGroup TEST1: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "Line 123": "TEST1,AA,BB,CC,DD,,,,[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],false 
error: java.lang.RuntimeException: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "TEST2": "Error setting SubGroup TEST2: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "Line 456": "TEST2,AA,EE,FF,GG,,,,[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],false 
error: java.lang.RuntimeException: Disallowed SubGroup" 
    }, 
    "successResults": [ 
      //... result for each item 
    ], 
    "errorResults": [], 
    "log": "", 
    "otherErrors": 0, 
    "successResultsWithErrors": [], 
    "teamsProcessed": 2050, 
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    "generalErrorMessageCount": 4, 
    "teamsMembersAdded": 0, 
    "teamsDeleted": 0, 
    "teamsUpdated": 0, 
    "teamsMoved": 0, 
    "generalErrorMessages": { 
      "TEST1": "Error setting SubGroup TEST1: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "Line 123": "TEST1,AA,BB,CC,DD,,,,[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],false 
error: java.lang.RuntimeException: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "TEST2": "Error setting SubGroup TEST2: Disallowed SubGroup", 
      "Line 456": "TEST2,AA,EE,FF,GG,,,,[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],[IGNORE/],false 
error: java.lang.RuntimeException: Disallowed SubGroup" 
    }, 
    "teamsMembersAccessChanged": 0, 
    "teamsMembersRemoved": 0, 
    "teamsOwnerChanged": 0, 
    "teamsWithFatalErrors": 0, 
    "teamsCreated": 2010 
  }, 
  "resultReferenceId": "taskRef_BULKTEAM_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317g8-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-
20190529_143211.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 
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Asynchronous Processing Progress and Failure Detection 

As the backend node processing the update request progresses, it produces intermediate status updates.  Every new 

status result has a unique resultId value to indicate an update has occurred.   

It’s possible with the asynchronous interaction model that the job processing could fail due to the unexpected 

termination of the backend node running the bulk update process.  In this case, the status result returned will appear to 

get “stuck”.  The same status will continually be returned until the expiration of the status result in approximately 30 

minutes.   

The client code can detect and handle this situation by inspecting the “resultId” on the status result.  

See the example below 

{ 
  "status": "PARTIAL", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:25:27.953Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 3540, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-29", 
  "data": { 
    "message": "Processed 110" 
  }, 
  "resultReferenceId": " taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317ceebfc9-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1017.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 
 

A subsequent request for status 10 seconds later should show a new resultId.   

{ 
  "status": "PARTIAL", 
  "submittedBy": "swalker-uk", 
  "submittedTime": "2019-08-27T15:25:27.953Z", 
  "elapsedTime": 13570, 
  "resultId": "...163-PM6Ubr-31", 
  "data": { 
    "message": "Processed 250" 
  }, 
  "resultReferenceId": " taskRef_BULKUSER_tidd3a70d5cc0a801a33a5950317ceebfc9-
1566919036252*fileName:test-postman-bulk-user-import-2019-08-
27_1017.csv~returnFullResults:false~submitter:swalker-uk~" 
} 

 

If a job has failed due to the backend job processing node being terminated for some reason, the status result will 

continue to return the last status update before the failure and the resultId will remain unchanged.  Client code should 

keep track of the latest resultId.   If it remains unchanged for more than 1 minute and the status is NOT COMPLETED, the 

recommendation for handling this situation is to resubmit the update request and retry the update process at least once 

before failing the process.  The update request processing is designed to allow for repeated submission of a CSV if 

required, so this does not present a problem for server data integrity.   
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Swagger Definition For Services 

usersTeamServices-

swagger-embed.docx
 


